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ALASKA SKIES $3.95 3IN1
DEBBIE MACOMBER (CONTEMPORARY)
Hard Luck, Alaska – a town that needs women!
Location: north of the Arctic Circle. Population: 150
(mostly men!). But the O'Halloran brothers, who run a
bush–plane charter service called Midnight Sons, are
heading a campaign to bring women to town. Brides
for Brothers: Sawyer O'Halloran, the middle brother,
isn't entirely in favour of this scheme. But he considers himself immune to any woman – even the lovely
Abbey Sutherland. She's arriving in Alaska within
days. However, there's a complication…or two. She
hasn't told them she's arriving with kids! The Marriage Risk: Like his brothers, Charles O'Halloran has
a distrust of marriage in general – and of anyone
related to Catherine Harmon Fletcher in particular.
She's the woman who tried to destroy his parents'
marriage. Too bad Lanni Caldwell, the only woman
he's ever really fallen for, is Catherine's granddaughter… Daddy's Little Helper: Mitch Harris is a friend
of the O'Hallorans, and he's responsible for law and
order in Hard Luck. He's also the widowed father of a
little girl – although he never talks about his marriage.
But it's not long before seven–year–old Chrissie decides that her new teacher, Bethany Ross, is the
perfect candidate for wife and mum!

ARCHANGEL'S WAR $4.95
NALINI SINGH (PARANORMAL)
Guild Hunter series. Wings of silver. Wings of blue.
Mortal heart. Broken dreams. Shatter. Shatter. Shatter. A sundering. A grave. I see the end. I see. . .The
world is in chaos as the power surge of the Cascade
rises to a devastating crescendo. In furiously resisting its attempts to turn Elena into a vessel for Raphael’s power, Elena and her archangel are irrevocably
changed. . .far beyond the prophecy of a cursed Ancient. At the same time, violent and eerie events
around the world threaten to wipe out entire populations. And in the Archangel Lijuan’s former territory,
an unnatural fog weaves through the land, leaving
only a bone-chilling silence in its wake. Soon it becomes clear that even the archangels are not immune to this deadly evil. This time, even the combined power of the Cadre may not be enough. . . This
war could end them all.

ARMAGEDDON BK#1 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
KAITLIN O'CONNOR (SCIENCE FICTION)
Clone Wars. In a world where natural disasters have
created hardship and social unrest, a breakthrough in
medical science brings about a ray of hope. Scientists learn how to manipulate the DNA strands to
obliterate genetic disorders, and also to beautify.
Those who can afford it rush to correct weight problems, difficult hair, eye colour, more pleasing body
shapes, and so on. Those who can't afford the services are disgruntled, until they discover these things
are covered by social medicine ... so are actually
available to all. The improvements the government
makes in living conditions, and the preoccupation

with the 'new toy' calms the waters. Things become
pleasantly peaceful once more ... and then unnervingly peaceful. Whispers begin to circulate that people are being replaced. Lena dismisses it ... at least,
at first. When a man well known to her, an anarchist,
seems to make an abrupt 360 degree turn in his politics, though, she becomes seriously alarmed. Nigel,
her older brother, a tech for a genetics lab, dismisses
her concerns, and Lena is almost convinced ... until
she comes face to face with the assassin sent to
silence her. Imprisoned, the handsome, golden
haired rebel known as Dax, may be Lena's only hope
of salvation, but can she trust that his agenda is the
same as her own?

AT YOUR PLEASURE $3.95
MEREDITH DURAN (HISTORICAL)
By candlelight she lures him… Glittering court socialites and underworld cutpurses alike know that Adrian
Ferrers, Earl of Rivenham, is the most dangerous
man in London. Rivenham will let nothing—not the
deepening shadow of war, nor the growing darkness
within him—interfere with his ambition to restore his
family to its former glory. But when tasked by the king
to uncover a traitor, he discovers instead a conspiracy—and a woman whose courage awakens terrible
temptations. To save her is to risk everything. To love
her might cost his life. At swordpoint she defies him...
Lady Leonora knows that Rivenham is the devil in
beautiful disguise— and that the irresistible tension
between them is as unpredictable as the dilemma in
which Nora finds herself: held hostage on her own
estate by Rivenham and the king's men. But when
war breaks out, Nora has no choice but to place her
trust in her dearest enemy—and pray that love does
not become the weapon that destroys them both.

THE BABY ARRANGEMENT, BABY I'M YOURS, BABY
BE MINE BKS#1-3 $3.95
SAMANTHA CHASE (CONTEMPORARY)
Life, Love and Babies series. For anyone who's
ever lost their heart to a man, or a baby...or both …
The Baby Arrangement: Derek Sloan is more than
shocked when someone mysteriously delivers a baby
to his office. Kayleigh Mitchell naturally steps up to
help her boss, and soon hopes he'll see her as more
than just a temporary solution. Baby, I'm Yours:
When Nicole Taylor rediscovers the father of her
child three years after their one wild night of passion,
Josh Masterson is determined to prove there's still a
chance for their own happily-ever-after. Baby, Be
Mine: Jake Knight came home one night to find trouble on his doorstep-times two. With infant twins to
care for, Jake desperately calls on a heartbroken ex
for help...and the more time he spends with Olivia,
the more he wants this makeshift family to be permanent.

BE WITH ME BK#2 $3.95
JULES BENNETT (CONTEMPORARY)
Return to Haven. Since moving to Haven to help out
her closest friends, Melanie Ramsey has begun to
reclaim her strength after a difficult divorce. Through
Mel’s Motivational Blog, she’s inspiring other women
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BORROWED LIGHT BK#1 $3.95
CARLA KELLY (HISTORICAL)

too. Then a wild, one-night fling with Haven’s gorgeous deputy leaves her shaken, stirred—and pregnant. But Melanie’s not giving up her newfound independence for another powerful man. Not even
one as upstanding and intriguing as Tanner Roark . .
What matters most to Tanner: defending the weak,
seeking justice, and protecting his heart after a tragic loss. Random hookups have been working out just
fine until he and Melanie collide. Despite her domineering ex’s best efforts to rattle her, she’s still kind
and resilient. Not to mention witty, straight-talking,
and sexy as hell. Chemistry is easy. Trust, not so
much. But when you find the one who sends your
heart soaring, what can you do except buckle up
and hold on tight? . . .

Borrowed Light duology. Julia Darling never expected to cook for some cowboys in Wyoming, but when she breaks off her engagement in Salt Lake City, it's the perfect opportunity for her to escape. Determined to
stick the job out, Julia faces her biggest
challenge yet letting go of borrowed light to
find her own testimony. Set in the early
1900s, this is one romantic adventure you'll never
forget! (Bk#2 also avail. for the same price)

BEAUTIFUL DREAMER $3.95
ELIZABETH LOWELL (CONTEMPORARY)
Nevada's rugged, majestic beauty is a balm for the
aches of Hope Gardener's heart. But the ranch she
loves is dying of thirst, thanks to the worst drought
the area has ever seen, Hope needs a miracle -and one day it comes to the Valley of the Sun. A
man out of time, Rio is an anachronism in the modern-day West, bringing with him a reputation for finding water in any desert. Hope has no choice but to
trust this dark stranger who claims to make dreams
real. And Rio, who has never had a dream of his
own to follow, has found something in this extraordinary lady whose passion tempts him to defy his own
rules. In the midst of adversity, two free spirits must
now explore the most closely guarded corners of
their hearts...as they search for a beautiful dream
big enough to hold them both.

BORN TO BITE $3.95
HANNAH HOWELL, DIANA COSBY, ERICA RIDLEY
(PARANORMAL)
Darkly handsome and dangerously sexy, these voracious vampires are out for blood--and bound for
eternal love. . . Dark Secret by Hannah Howell:
Alone in the world and on a desperate search, Murdina Dunbar finds an ally in mysterious Sir Gillanders Baldwin. Something about her sexy protector stirs her blood. Soon, not even whispers that he's
a dangerous demon can keep her from his bed. . .
Highland Vampire by Diana Cosby: As King of the
Highland Coven, vampire Aedan MacGregor knows
that falling for the fey Rowan Campbell could destroy her. But one taste of her healing blood and he
craves her like no other. Dare he claim her, knowing
he might lose her forever?. . . Never Been Bitten by
Erica Ridley: Rumored to be a vampire, rakish Mr.
Macane is ravishing all the ladies of the ton! Yet,
Miss Elspeth Ramsay cannot bring herself to tremble in his presence. But once Ellie feels the thrill of
his teeth at her throat, she finds herself biting him
back!. . .

“A book is a gift you can open again and again.”
Garrison Keillor

THE BRIDE INSISTS $3.95
JANE ASHFORD (HISTORICAL)
When governess Clare Greenough learns she's inherited a fortune, the good news comes with a
catch: it will be held by her cousin until Clare can
find a husband. To stave off ruin, Jamie Boleigh, the
seventh Baron of Trehearth, agrees to marry Clare
under the condition that she keeps the money, a
provision he hopes to overturn. Their passionate
relationship becomes a battle of wills. When the
cousin tricks Jamie into betraying his wife, he'll have
to prove the truth or lose her forever.

BROKEN PROMISE BK#3 $3.95
TARA THOMAS (MYSTERY)
Sons of Broad series. SHE SWORE TO KEEP
HER PROMISES. BUT CAN SHE KEEP THEM
SAFE…AND PROTECT HER HEART? Charleston
Police Officer Alyssa Adams made a promise years
ago to protect innocent women from harm. Now, she
won’t rest until she can reunite every lost daughter
with her family. Bring closure to every grieving husband. And, most of all, find out what happened the
night her own sister disappeared, more than ten
years ago… As the eldest of the Benedict brothers,
Kipling will stop at nothing to protect his family from
a threat that aims to destroy them once and for all.
But when a long-lost sibling is kidnapped by a powerful adversary, Alyssa is the only one he can turn to
to get her back. As Alyssa and Kipling band together
to find their lost siblings, a powerful attraction builds
between them that they can’t ignore. As the truth
comes to light, will one broken promise tear them
apart?

CHAINS OF ICE BK#3 $3.95
CHRISTINA DODD (PARANORMAL)
Chosen Ones series. For one magic summer, Genny Valente escapes to spend time as a wildlife observer in the untamed mountains. Little does she
know that a beast more fearsome than any leopard
lurks in the forest...a man, one of the Chosen Ones,
betrayed by his gift and tormented by his memories.
John Powell has fled his fate and his duty, yet in
Genny he sees his one chance for redemption. He
will stalk her, kidnap her, love her as only a savage
can. But when a new betrayal threatens, John must
call on the powers he swore he'd never use again.
Then only Genny's love can save him...if she dares
to tame the one man she can't live without… (Bk#4
also avail. for the same price)
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CHARMING THE DEVIL BK#3 $3.95
LOIS GREIMAN (HISTORICAL)
Witches of Mayfair series. She held him in her
thrall, and he was powerless to resist… To London
society, they were nothing more than a group of wellbred ladies gathering to gossip about eligible bachelors. But the women of Lavender House share an
uncommon gift that will lead them to days filled with
danger—and nights of desire. Faye Nettles seems
like just another beguiling ingenue. But Faye came to
Lavender House seeking refuge from a tragic past, a
past she fears may find her at any moment. So
though she finds lying detestable, she must keep her
dark secrets—especially from Rogan McBain, the
towering, muscle-bound Scotsman she has been
tasked with investigating. Rogan McBain seems like
just another brutish soldier. But though he served
admirably in His Majesty's army, Rogan has far more
on his mind than fighting—like the golden-haired angel who's shown up at his door. Faye could bring
even the strongest man to his knees, but she thinks
he's a downright devil. If only he could find a way to
charm himself into her delicate heart.

Grayson thought happiness was impossible for a man
like him. After all, he has a price on his head that requires him to live in the shadows, concealed from
everyone and everything he cares about. But now
that they’re on the run for their lives and Jack has
Maddie in his arms again, he realizes their love is the
only thing in his life that’s real. And this time, there’s
no way in hell he’s letting it slip away…

COVET BK#1 $3.95
JR WARD (PARANORMAL)
Fallen Angels series. Seven deadly sins. Seven
souls to save. This is the first battle between a savior
who doesn't believe and a demon with nothing to
lose! Redemption isn't a word Jim Heron knows much
about—his specialty is revenge, and to him, sin is all
relative. But everything changes when he becomes a
fallen angel and is charged with saving the souls of
seven people from the seven deadly sins. And failure
is not an option. Vin DiPietro long ago sold his soul to
his business, and he's good with that-until fate intervenes in the form of a tough-talking, Harley-riding,
self-professed savior. And then he meets a woman
who will make him question his destiny, his sanity,
and his heart—and he has to work with a fallen angel
to win her over and redeem his own soul.

CLOSE CONTACT BK#2 $3.95
KATHERINE ALLRED (SCIENCE FICTION)

THE DANGER THAT IS DAMION BK#4 $3.95
LISA RENEE JONES (PARANORMAL)

Alien Affairs series. GEPs just want to have fun. . .
A Genetically Engineered Person and self-proclaimed
"party girl," Echo Adams loves her diplomatic job entertaining alien bigwigs for the Galactic Federation.
But the Bureau of Alien Affairs has discovered she's
much more than she thinks-that a rogue scientist endowed her with skills and psi abilities dwarfing those
of common GEPs. And suddenly Echo's luxury life is
over, replaced with a far more dangerous one: a special agent expected to not only chase bad guys, but
eliminate them. Echo's hates being stuck on Madreaa planet of technophobes off limits to Federation visitors-hunting for a stolen quartz crystal with a powerful
alien lifeform embedded inside. She despises the
Bureau's restrictive rules-especially the one warning
her away from the dangerously seductive Commander of the King's Forces. And if she doesn't learn how
to use her alleged super-psi powers soon, her partying days-in fact all of her days-will be over for good.

Zodius series. LETHALLY PASSIONATE... WICKEDLY DANGEROUS… Renegade warrior Damion
Browne is a soldier of soldiers, an enforcer of the
code of honor. With ruthless precision, he calculates
risks as deliberately as he does his lover's satisfaction. Now it's up to him to defeat a new generation of
female Super Soldiers, including the one woman perfectly programmed to be his downfall. HIS ENEMY...
OR HIS SOUL MATE… Lara Martin has never felt
powerful, until she's brainwashed to destroy the one
man who can help her find the answers she so desperately seeks. Alone and embroiled in lies, Lara
must turn to Damion for the key to the truth...

CONCEALED BK#2 $3.95
KATE SERINE (SUSPENSE)
Dark Alliance series. As the only female initiate of
the elite undercover society, the Dark Alliance, former
FBI agent Madeleine Blake has a lot to prove—
especially to her former lover, Alliance operative Jack
Grayson. Ever since joining Jack’s team, Maddie’s
been keeping her distance, trying not to relive every
moment they shared during their brief but passionate
affair. Yet when a mission ends in tragedy, Maddie’s
ready to walk away from the Alliance—and Jack—
forever. That is, until Jack’s cover is blown, putting his
life in danger and making it impossible for Maddie to
deny her true feelings… Before he met Maddie, Jack

THE DARKEST CORNER BK#1 $3.95
LILIANA HART (SUSPENSE)
Gravediggers series. The Gravediggers aren’t exactly what they seem. They’re the most elite of the
world’s fighting forces—and all they have in common
is that they’ve been betrayed by the countries they’ve
died for. Because they are dead. To their country,
their military, and their families. Sometimes the dead
do rise… Deacon Tucker is a dead man walking. A
former black ops agent, he was disavowed and
stripped of all honor before being recruited as a Gravedigger. But his honor and good name no longer
matter, because no one knows he’s alive, and he’ll
never get the recognition he deserves. His mission is
simple: save the world or die trying. And for God’s
sake, don’t ever fall in love. That’s a rule punishable
by death. The kind of death a man can’t be brought
back from. Tess Sherman is the only mortician in Last
Stop, Texas. She has no idea how Deacon Tucker
ended up in her funeral home, but she’ll eat her hat if
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he’s only a funeral home assistant. Deacon is dangerous, deadly, and gorgeous. And she knows her
attraction to him can only end in heartache. Deacon
is on a mission to stop the most fatal terror attack the
world has ever known—what’s known as The Day of
Destiny—a terrorist’s dream. But when he discovers
Tess has skills he can use to stop them, he has to
decide if he can trust her with secrets worth dying
for. And, most important, he has to decide if he can
trust her with his heart.

THE DARKEST KISS $3.95
KERI ARTHUR (PARANORMAL)
Riley Jenson Guardian series. Riley Jenson hunts
evildoers—and does it with a style all her own. With
vamp blood coursing her through her veins, and a
werewolf’s uncanny instinct for danger, Riley wears
snakeskin stilettos and pure, in-your-face attitude
when she plunges into her latest case: hunting down
a killer whose victims are high-society strumpets—
and the rich and powerful men they’ve dated. But for
Riley, the case takes a chilling turn when a second
killer starts trailing mutilated bodies of his own: a
crazed young vamp choosing victims from a past
marked by tragedy. Riley knows she’s got the skill
and cunning to catch two serial killers at once…until
one of them strikes inside her own tight-knit clan—
and a sexy beast of a vampire reenters her life to aid
in the hunt. His name is Quinn. He’s lived forever,
shed blood, and shared pleasure…and he’s the only
man over whom Riley has absolutely no control…
(other books avail. in the series for the same
price)

DARKNESS AT DAWN $3.95
ELIZABETH JENNINGS (AKA LISA MARIE RICE).
(SUSPENSE)
A threat to the Himalayan Kingdom of Nhala unites
Army Captain Mike Shafer and Lucy Merritt, an expert restorer of manuscripts. A deadly ancient prophecy of the world's end is manifesting-and so is their
attraction to each other. Can they save the world and
their chance at love?

DEEP BLUE BK#3 $3.95
KAT MARTIN (SUSPENSE)
Sinclair Sisters trilogy. While investigating the recovery of sunken Spanish treasure in the Caribbean
with former Navy SEAL Conner Reese, reporter
Hope Sinclair is plunged into danger when passion
and treachery run rampant as they get closer to finding a priceless Incan treasure.

DEEP RIVER PROMISE BK#2 $4.95
JACKIE ASHENDEN (CONTEMPORARY)
Alaska Homecoming series. Welcome to Deep
River, Alaska …. Damon Fitzgerald's only desire is
to get back to LA and out of the tiny Alaskan town
he's somehow inherited. But first he has to keep a
promise he made to his old army buddy and look out
for his friend's son. That would be a whole lot easier
if the kid's mother wasn't the mayor of Deep River...
Astrid James didn't ask to be mayor of Deep River

but since she is, she intends to do right by the town
and her son. The last thing she needs is an arrogant
outsider coming in and taking charge, no matter how
attractive he is. But when Astrid starts to realize that
Damon is more than just a pretty face, she'll have to
decide whether she can risk her heart and her son's
happiness on a man who's mission is to leave Deep
River.

THE DEMON'S DAUGHTER BK#1 $3.95
EMMA HOLLY (PARANORMAL)
Tales of the Demon World. Inspector Adrian Philips
keeps the peace between demons and humans in
Avvar, a city not unlike Victorian London. To do his
job, he's allowed his strength to be enhanced by
demon technology, a choice that's cost him his wife,
his family, and—some would say—his humanity.
Rejected by both races, he hungers for a woman's
touch. Roxanne McAllister is an outcast, too: the
illegitimate daughter of an infamous chanteuse. One
fateful night brings Roxanne and Adrian together,
and though the border between human and demon is
treacherous, they might be just the ones to cross it.
The question is, will the exquisite pleasure they find
together be worth the risk?

DEMONS PREFER BLONDES BK#1 $3.95
SIDNEY AYERS (PARANORMAL)
Demons Unleashed series. A Bad Day For a Demon… Rafe Deleon is a senior demon and he resents like hell his assignment to Earth to retrieve the
Chest of the Damned before it ends up in the wrong
hands. But then he meets beautiful, intriguing succubus, Lucy Gregory, and she’s just unleashed a whole
load of trouble… Really Sucks for a Succubus…
Lucy’s chic suburban salon has suddenly become
the Underworld’s center of mass chaos and destruction. The only good in a day going rapidly down the
tubes is the arrival of a gorgeous demon who’s adamant he can help her… But Lucy has quite a few
deeply unpleasant--not to mention deadly and hateful--surprises ahead of her. Surely there’s never
been a worse time to tryout a new boyfriend...

DIRTY BK#1 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
KYLIE SCOTT (CONTEMPORARY)
Dive Bar series. The last thing Vaughan Hewson
expects to find when he returns to his childhood
home is a broken hearted bride in his shower, let
alone the drama and chaos that come with her. Lydia
Green doesn't know whether to scream or cry in a
corner. Discovering the love of your life is having an
affair on your wedding day is bad enough. Finding
out it's with his best man is another thing all together.
Just when this runaway bride has nowhere left to
turn, a handsome stranger offers her a broad, muscular shoulder to cry on. Vaughan is the exact opposite of the picture perfect, respected businessmen
she's normally drawn to. This former musician-turned
-bartender is rough around the edges and is facing
his own crossroads. But Lydia's already tried Mr.
Right and discovered he's all wrong--maybe it's time
to give Mr. Right Now a chance. After all, what's
wrong with getting dirty?
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EMERALD BLAZE $4.95
ILONA ANDREWS (PARANORMAL)

DREAMFEVER BK#4 $3.95
KAREN MARIE MONING (PARANORMAL)

Hidden Legacy series. As Prime magic users, Catalina Baylor and her sisters have extraordinary powers—powers their ruthless grandmother would love
to control. Catalina can earn her family some protection working as deputy to the Warden of Texas, overseeing breaches of magic law in the state, but that
has risks as well. When House Baylor is under attack
and monsters haunt her every step, Catalina is
forced to rely on handsome, dangerous Alessandro
Sagredo, the Prime who crushed her heart. The
nightmare that Alessandro has fought since childhood has come roaring back to life, but now Catalina
is under threat. Not even his lifelong quest for revenge will stop him from keeping her safe, even if
every battle could be his last. Because Catalina won't
rest until she stops the use of the illicit, powergranting serum that's tearing their world apart.

Fever series. The walls between human and Fae
worlds have come crashing down. And as Mac fights
for survival on Dublin's battle-scarred streets, she will
embark on the darkest adventure of her life. MacKayla Lane lies naked on the cold stone floor of a
church, at the mercy of the Fae master she once
swore to kill. Far from home, unable to control her
sexual hungers, MacKayla is now fully under the
Lord Master's spell. He has stolen her past, but MacKayla will never allow her sister's murderer to take
her future. Yet even the uniquely gifted sidhe-seer is
no match for the Lord Master, who has unleashed an
insatiable sexual craving that consumes Mac's every
thought--and thrusts her into the seductive realm of
two very dangerous men, both of whom she desires
but dares not trust. As the enigmatic Jericho Barrons
and the sensual Fae prince V'lane vie for her body
and soul, as cryptic entries from her sister's diary
mysteriously appear and the power of the Dark Book
weaves its annihilating path through the city, Mac's
greatest enemy delivers a final challenge. It's an invitation Mac cannot refuse, one that sends her racing
home to Georgia, where an even darker threat
awaits. With her parents missing and the lives of her
loved ones under siege, Mac is about to come faceto-face with a soul-shattering truth--about herself and
her sister, about Jericho Barrons . . . and about the
world she thought she knew.

THE DREAM-HUNTER $3.95
SHERRILYN KENYON (PARANORMAL)
Dark-Hunter series. IN THE ETHEREAL WORLD
OF THE DREAM-HUNTERS … Condemned by the
gods to live eternity without emotions, Arikos can
only feel when he's in the dreams of others. For thousands of years, he's drifted through the human unconscious, searching for sensation. Now he's finally
found a dreamer whose vivid mind can fill his emptiness. THERE ARE CHAMPIONS WHO FIGHT TO
PROTECT THE DREAMER.... Dr. Megeara Kafieri
watched her father ruin himself and his reputation as
he searched to prove Atlantis was real. Her deathbed
promise to him to salvage his reputation has now
brought her to Greece where she intends to prove
once and for all that the fabled island is right where
her father said it was. Instead, she finds a stranger
floating in the sea--one whose face she's seen many
times...in her dreams. AND THERE ARE DEMONS
WHO PREY ON THEM … What she doesn't know is
that Arik holds more than the ancient secrets that can
help her find the mythical isle of Atlantis. He has
made a pact with the god Hades: In exchange for two
weeks as a mortal man, he must return to Olympus
with a human soul--Megeara's.

AN ENCHANTED SEASON $3.95
NALINI SINGH, MAGGIE SHAYNE, ERIN MCCARTHY,
JEAN JOHNSON (PARANORMAL)
It’s the time of year when dreams come true, miracles happen every day, and love is the greatest gift of
all. The holidays always seem to bring out the best in
everyone, with heartfelt hugs for long-missed friends,
sincere smiles in the spirit of the season, and a feeling of magic in the air… This scintillating collection of
paranormal romances celebrates the holidays as
never before. From a shape-shifting leopardess who
wants a pack-mate to be her soulmate to a surprise
snowstorm that brings an incredible gift, these three
tales will stir your spirit in all the right places.

ETERNAL PREY BK#3 $3.95
NINA BANGS (PARANORMAL)
Gods of the Night series. Utah knows all about
vengeance. Vampires killed his brother, and that act
demands only one response. He frees his beast and
destroys every bloodsucker he finds. But he never
expected to meet a leader of his immortal enemies
who was so beautiful, bewitching…and mortal. Lia
understands her destiny. She has a duty to stop the
rogue vampires who are intent on wiping out the human race along with any non-humans that get in their
way. But she needs help dealing with the shadowy
power guiding the escalating slaughter. Utah would
be her last choice for a partner. Once a deadly foe,
he now becomes her ally and protector. Loving him
will be more dangerous than anything she’s ever
done. Because when Utah releases his soul, the
ultimate predator will once again stalk the earth, and
death will walk with him.

FINDING GLORY BK#3 $3.95
SARA ARDEN (CONTEMPORARY)
Home to Glory series. Everyone knows that Gina
Townsend is a saint, always taking care of everyone
around her. And now she's trying to be a mother to
her six-year-old niece, Amanda Jane. But the girl's
biological father isn't helping matters. The scruffy,
gangly boy Gina remembers has returned to Glory a
sexy, successful man, but Reed Hollingsworth is the
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only thing standing between her and losing Amanda
Jane to foster care. Betrayed that neither Townsend
sister bothered to tell him he was a father until he had
money, Reed's still not about to shirk his responsibilities. So when he demands Gina move in with him as
part of Amanda Jane's custody agreement, he tries
not to notice pretty much everything about her—
especially the way his solemn-faced daughter laughs
when they play together. Raising a child together,
Reed and Gina learn that some dreams come and
go, but some are a spark that burns eternal…

FIRE BRAND $3.95
DIANA PALMER (CONTEMPORARY)
Gaby Cane was always a bit afraid of her attraction to
Bowie McCayde. Even when she was fifteen and
Bowie's family took her in, she had sensed his simmering resentment. Now ten years later, she's an
aspiring journalist who can hold her own with any
man professionally, the dark shadows of years gone
by far behind her. Then Bowie strides back into her
life—only this time, he needs her, and the pull of loyalty to his family is too strong to ignore. When Bowie
asked Gaby to help save his family's Arizona ranch,
he never expected the girl he once knew to return
transformed into a stunning, successful woman. As
they work together, Bowie is shocked to find that her
innocence and beauty stir a hunger he can't deny.
But the rogue rancher can sense something holding
her back, and he's determined to uncover the terrible
secret Gaby is fighting to keep hidden…

HELLFIRE BK#2 $3.95
KATE DOUGLAS (PARANORMAL)
Demonslayers series. A new, more dangerous vortex has opened in the besieged Earth and the innocent souls of animals are being invaded by the malevolent strength of a powerful demon. For Ginny
Jones, there can be no greater wrong - and to make it
right, she joins forces with the Lemurian, Alton, a
hard-bodied hero not of her world. Under a black
moon, pitched battles for the survival of all that is
good will be fought once more. The heat of their sensual passion emboldens the two warriors...but such
passion may well betray them...Yet Alton is willing to
make the ultimate sacrifice - life itself - for the human
woman he loves. But time is fast running out...and
time, like fire, devours all...

HER LAST BREATH $3.95
LINDA CASTILLO (SUSPENSE)
Kate Burkholder series. A rainy night, an Amish
father returning home with his three children, a
speeding car hurtling toward them out of nowhere.
What at first seems like a tragic, but routine car accident suddenly takes on a more sinister cast as evidence emerges that nothing about the crash is accidental. But who would want to kill an Amish deacon
and two of his children? He leaves behind a grieving
widow and a young boy who clings to life in the intensive care wing of a hospital, unable to communicate.
He may be the only one who knows what happened

that night. Desperate to find out who killed her best
friend's husband and why, Kate begins to suspect
she is not looking for a reckless drunk, but instead is
on the trail of a cold blooded killer amid the residents
of Painter's Mill. It is a search that takes her on a
chilling journey into the darkest reaches of the human
heart and makes her question everything she has
ever believed about the Amish culture into which she
was born.

THE HIGHLANDER'S HEART BK#2 $3.95
AMANDA FORESTER (HISTORICAL)
Highlander series. Fleeing into the wilderness to
escape an abusive marriage, Lady Isabelle Tynsdale
would sooner face down a wild boar than spend another night with her wretched husband. Battered by
the elements, desperate to elude a band of attackers,
and defending herself against, as fate would have it,
a wild boar she is rescued by the handsome Laird
David Campbell. Campbell knows holding Isabelle
captive for ransom is his best chance to temper the
storm threatening to destroy his clan. The ransom of
an English countess should be more than enough to
pay off his debts to England and save him from an
unwanted marriage. But Isabelle didn't escape her
husband just to become another man's captive and
Laird Campbell is seriously misguided if he thinks
she's going to go quietly.

HOLIDAY MAGIC $3.95
FERN MICHAELS, CATHY LAMB, MARY CARTER,
TERRI DULONG (CONTEMPORARY)
Experience all the wonders of the holiday season with
these four irresistible stories. . . Holiday Magic by
Fern Michaels: Ski shop manager Stephanie Marshall is counting on a holiday bonus so she can put a
down payment on a home for herself and her daughters. But her handsome boss, Eddie O'Brien, has his
own Christmas wish--one that could lead to a lifetime
of loving. . . A Very Merry Christmas by Cathy
Lamb: Meredith Ghirlandaio's to-do list is already
overflowing, between keeping her B&B afloat, directing the town's holiday concert, and trying to avoid
rancher Logan Taylor. Doesn't he know Meredith's
through with men--even rugged, alpha, drop-deadgorgeous men? Then again, some vows were meant
to be broken. . . A Very Maui Christmas by Mary
Carter: Tara Lane has the perfect plan to avoid another hellish family holiday--fly to Maui. Too bad her
family decided to follow suit. But a laid-back handyman is about to prove you don't need snow to have a
sparkling, sexy Christmas. . . A Cedar Key Christmas by Terri DuLong: Single mom Josie Sullivan is
proud of her young daughter, Orli, for helping local
fisherman Mr. Al restore his crumbling home. And
when Mr. Al's nephew, Ben, pays a visit, Josie realizes just how much Christmas magic one good deed
can bring. . .

HOME BY DARK BK#1 $3.95
MARTA PERRY (SUSPENSE)
Watcher in the Dark series. The past can catch up
to you.... Rachel Weaver Mason is finally going home
to Deer Run, the Amish community she left behind so
many years ago. Recently widowed, she wants des
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perately to create a haven for herself and her young
daughter. But the community, including Rachel’s family, is anything but welcoming. The only person happy
to see her is her teenaged brother, Benjamin, and
he’s protecting a dark secret that endangers them all.
Determined to keep Benjamin safe from a suspected
killer, Rachel has no choice but to turn to the one
man she wanted to get as far away from as possible.
Colin McDonald was her late husband’s friend, and
the man who came between them. He’s never forgotten her and would do anything to keep her and her
family safe. Rachel doesn’t know if she can trust
Colin, or her growing feelings for him. But as they
hunt for the killer, the tension between them builds
and soon both their lives, and their hearts, are on the
line.

HOME FREE $3.95
FERN MICHAELS (SUSPENSE)
Sisterhood series. United by a desire to overcome
their personal misfortunes, seven very different women formed an indelible bond and vowed to right
wrongs wherever they found them. They’ve succeeded beyond their wildest dreams. After years known
as the Vigilantes, Myra, Annie, Kathryn, Alexis, Yoko,
Nikki, and Isabelle are enjoying their hard-won freedom and the chance at a normal life. As it turns out,
once you’re a part of the Sisterhood, normal is a relative term. President Martine Connor, their long-time
ally, has announced the formation of a top-secret
organization. Officially, the CIC won’t exist. Unofficially, they’ll report directly to the president and tackle
the jobs no one else can handle. For the Sisterhood,
it’s the end of an era — and the beginning of a whole
new adventure…

HONEY GROVE BK#1 $3.95
GENELL DELLIN (CONTEMPORARY)
Honey Grove series. When Lilah Briscoe is seriously injured, her granddaughter Meredith feels compelled to save her farm, Honey
Grove, despite their troubled past.
Help arrives in the form of bad boy
Caleb Burkett, who awakens feelings
Meri didn't know she had. Maybe
now, Meri will finally find the home
she always wanted…(Bk#2 also
avail. for the same price)

HOT HIGHLANDERS AND WILD WARRIORS $3.95
TRADE P/BACK
DELILAH DEVLIN, SUSANNA CHAPIN, CONNIE WILKINS ET AL (ROMANTICA)
Men devoting themselves to their true love through
the art of courtly love is the ultimate in romance. Hot
Highlanders and Wild Warriors is filled with wild
knights and Scottish warriors whose courage on the
battlefield is outmatched only by their ardor for their
ladyloves! Readers will unleash their fantasies of
olden days where men wearing heavy armor or thick
tartans sent a spirited young maiden’s (or lonely widow’s) heart fluttering. These bravehearts were prized

for their physical strength and men were judged for
their fierce loyalty and unshakeable honor. Crusaders, highlanders, Normans and Saxons, tournament
fighters, vikings, and hunky Huns astride stallions in
search of adventure and love all populate the pages
of this steamy read.

HOW TO LOSE A LORD IN 10 DAYS OR LESS BK#3
$3.95
ELIZABETH MICHELS (HISTORICAL)
Tricks of the Ton series. "I want to know you, to
understand anything at all about you, because you
are the most maddening lady I have ever encountered." He's the perfect gentleman … After years
hidden away from the mockery of the Ton, proud
Andrew Clifton, Lord Amberstall, is finally ready to
face Society again. But when his horse is injured on
the road to London, Andrew finds himself literally
thrown at the feet of the beautiful, infuriating, and
undeniably eccentric Katie Moore. She's anything but
a lady … Katie always preferred the stables to society, so when she was badly injured in a riding accident, she was more than happy to retreat to the
countryside and give up the marriage mart for good.
She never expected an infuriatingly proper lord to
come tumbling into her life - and she certainly never
expected to find herself wondering what it would be
like to rejoin the world at his side. hey couldn't be
more different, and soon Andrew and Katie find
themselves at odds about everything but the growing
passion between them... and a keen awareness of a
threat that may end their unconventional romance
before it has even begun.

HOW TO SEDUCE A SCOUNDREL BK#2 $3.95
VICKY DREILING (HISTORICAL)
How To series. Miss Julianne Gatewick is in a pickle. It started when her brother's best friend-for whom
she's long nursed a secret tendre-agreed to act as
her guardian for the Season, only to seduce her with
a risque waltz. But when the music stopped and the
expectant ton waited for Marc Darcett, Earl of
Hawkfield, to claim her as his own, he made his disinterest clear. Rather than succumb to humiliation,
Julianne does what any self-respecting, recently discarded young miss with a wicked sense of humor
would do. She secretly pens a lady's guide to enticing
unrepentant rakes . . . and it becomes the hottest
scandal sheet in London. very honorable rake knows
that friends' sisters are forbidden. But suddenly Julienne has a spark of mischief in her eyes that Hawk
can't resist. Try as he might to push her away, he
spends his days listening for her laughter and his
nights dreaming of kissing her senseless. He's always avoided innocents and their marriage-minded
mothers, but has the man least likely to wed finally
met his match?

HUNTER'S PRAYER BK#2 $3.95
LILITH SAINTCROW (PARANORMAL)
Jill Kismet series. Another night on the
Nightside...An ancient evil looms over Santa Luz.
Prostitutes are showing up dead and eviscerated.
And Jill Kismet just might be able to get her revenge
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against an old enemy. There's just one problem.
Someone wants Jill dead--again. And if they have to
open up Hell itself to kill her, they will. "Sometimes,
even when you're Jill Kismet, you don't have a prayer..." (other books in series avail. for the same price)

raptured Thea knows this is no innocent flirtation. But
can she trust the dark, sexy "Vile Viscount"? Even if
she can convince herself, she may not be able to convince her family, particularly her brother, Dare --- the
most dashing member of the Company of Rogues --that Horatio does not deserve the cursed Cave reputation ...

LIE TO ME BK#1 $3.95
STARR AMBROSE (CONTEMPORARY)

THE INTENDED VICTIM BK#4 $4.95
ALEXANDRA IVY (SUSPENSE)
Agency series. ONCE, SHE GOT AWAY …. The
body lying on a cold steel slab bears all the hallmarks
of the Chicago Butcher. There’s a cruel slash across
her throat, deep enough to sever the carotid artery,
and a small crescent carved into her right breast. Her
delicate features are painfully familiar to Ash Marcel,
once a rising star in the Chicago PD. But though the
victim resembles his former fiancée, Remi Walsh, he
knows it’s not her. BUT THIS TIME … Though Remi
escaped a serial killer five years ago, her father died
trying to save her. Grief and guilt caused her to pull
away from the man she loved. Now Ash is back in her
life, insisting that Remi is still in danger. IT’S A DEAD
END . . Someone is targeting women who look just
like Remi. With or without a badge, Ash intends to
unmask the Butcher. But the killer isn’t playing games
any longer. He’s moving in, ready to finish what he
started, and prove there’s nothing more terrifying than
a killer’s obsession . . .

JOY TO THE WOLVES BK#1 $4.95
TERRY SPEAR (PARANORMAL)
Red Wolf series. Close quarters make for a cozy
Christmas… As Christmas approaches, red wolf shifter Brooke Cerise unexpectedly inherits an antique
shop in Portland, Oregon. But when a missing reindeer calf turns up on her property, she becomes embroiled in a kidnapping case and the primary suspect
of far-too-intriguing shifter Detective Josh Wilding.
Josh doesn't intend to fall for the mysterious new
woman in town, but Brooke gets under his skin from
the moment they meet, and he can't help his instinct
to protect her. These red wolves are both on the hunt
for love, but there's a mystery to solve before they can
enjoy their holiday happy-ever-after.

LADY BEWARE $3.95
JO BEVERLEY (HISTORICAL)
Company of Rogues series. For generations, the
Cave family has been marked by scandal, madness,
and violence. But after earning a reputation for bravery in the army, Horatio Cave, the new Viscount Darien, has come home to charm London society and
restore the family name. He means to start with the
lovely Lady Thea Debenham. The magnetism between Thea and Lord Darien is immediate --- and en-

Lie to Me series. The engagement is phony, but the
diamonds are real… Devastatingly handsome Jack
Payton, the black sheep of his well-bred family, isn't
exactly marriage material, but for a fake fiancé, he'll
do just fine. Not that Eleanor Coggins has a choice. If
she's going to prove that Jack's wealthy half brother
Banner Westfield murdered her best friend, she needs
total access to the family estate. Once Jack and Eleanor blow Banner's cover, they can go their separate
ways...or so she thinks. In order to win custody of his
twelve-year-old daughter, Jack seriously needs to
improve his reputation. An engagement should do the
trick, but with Eleanor's vivacious wit and irresistible
curves, it's the pretend part that's getting harder....
With a little help from an ex-con turned home security
expert, a police chief with a scandalous secret, and an
unexpected visitor, they must expose Banner's dangerous tricks before they become his victims. But can
Jack convince Eleanor to turn their own seductive little
lie into the truth? (Bk#2 also avail. for same price)

LIGHT MY FIRE BK#3 $3.95
KATIE MACALISTER (PARANORMAL)
Aisling Grey series. Aisling Grey is juggling being a
demon lord, a Guardian, and a wyvern's mate, even
though she's keeping her distance from said wyvern,
Drake, these days. But her presence is still required at
a meeting of the green dragons. Since several attempts have been made on her life, Drake is sure to
get protective of her. Which might not be a bad thing
when war breaks out and all hell breaks loose-literally.

LORD OF DEVIL ISLE $3.95
CONNIE MASON (HISTORICAL)
Nicholas Scott is lord of Devil Isle in all but name, and
rules both his ship and the inhabitants of Bermuda
with a masterful touch. But fiesty Eve Upshall will be
ruled by no man, especially not the arrogant privateer
who rescues her from drowning and a shark attack
only to command that she choose a husband from
among his crew.

LUCAN BK#1 $3.95
SUSAN KEARNEY (PARANORMAL)
Pendragon Legacy series. THEIR LOVE IS FORBIDDEN … Healer and high priestess of her people,
Lady Cael is fated to life without a mate. But a mysterious explorer named Lucan Rourke
doesn't know her secrets, and his touch
makes her crave a future that her extraordinary birthright has forbidden her. . . BUT
DANGER IS NO MATCH FOR DESIRE …
Lucan has just one mission on Pendragon:
to find the mythical Holy Grail, Earth's only
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hope for survival. His powerful attraction to Cael is a
distraction he can't afford, unless he convinces her
to join forces with him. Yet working so closely together only heightens their passion . . . even when
the terrifying truth of Cael's heritage threatens to
shatter Lucan's every belief-and the galaxy itself.
(Bk#2 also avail. for the same price)

MALICE $3.95
LISA JACKSON (SUSPENSE)
New Orleans series. The scent is unmistakable
gardenias, sweet and delicate, the same perfume
that his beautiful first wife, Jennifer, always wore.
Opening his eyes in the hospital room where he's
recovering from an accident, New Orleans detective
Rick Bentz sees her standing in the doorway. Then
Jennifer blows him a kiss and disappears. But it
couldn't have been Jennifer. She died twelve years
ago… once out of the hospital, Bentz begins to see
Jennifer everywhere. Could she still be alive? But it
was Bentz who identified Jennifer's body after her
horrible car wreck, and there had been no question
in his mind that it was her crumpled form behind the
wheel, her clothes, her wedding ring. He's never
doubted it until now. He can't tell his new wife, Olivia, about the sightings or his secret fear that he's
losing his mind. But Olivia is also hiding a secret…
When a copy of Jennifer's death certificate arrives in
the mail, emblazoned with a red question mark,
Bentz follows the postmark trail to Los Angeles, returning to the painful memories he's tried so hard to
forget, and straight into a killer s web. Someone s
been waiting patiently, silently. Someone who knows
exactly what happened that night twelve years ago
and has been anticipating Bentz's every move. Soon
it will be Bentz s turn to suffer for his sins. But he
won t be the only one made to pay the ultimate
price. For a diabolical killer has now made Olivia the
prime target...

THE MANE SQUEEZE BK#4 $3.95
SHELLY LAURENSTON (PARANORMAL)
Pride series. Growing up on the tough Philly
streets, Gwen O'Neill has learned how to fend for
herself. But what is she supposed to do with a nice,
suburban Jersey boy in the form of a massive Grizzly shifter? Especially one with a rather unhealthy
fetish for honey, moose, and…uh…well, her. Yet
despite his menacing ursine growl and four-inch
claws, Gwen finds Lachlan "Lock" MacRyrie cute
and really sweet. He actually watches out for her,
protects her, and unlike the rest of her out-of-control
family manages not to morbidly embarrass her. Too
bad cats don't believe in forever. At nearly seven
feet tall, Lock is used to people responding to him in
two ways: screaming and running away. Gwen-half
lioness, half tigress, all kick-ass-does neither. She's
sexy beyond belief and smart as hell, but she's a
born protector. Watching out for the family and
friends closest to her but missing the fact that she's
being stalked by a murderous enemy who doesn't

like hybrids…and absolutely hates Gwen. Lock probably shouldn't get involved, but he will. Why? Because this is Gwen-and no matter what the hissing,
roaring, drape destroying feline says about not being
ready to settle down, Lock knows he can't simply
walk away. Not when she's come to mean absolutely everything to him.

MAYHEM IN HIGH HEELS $3.95
GEMMA HALLIDAY (CONTEMPORARY)
High Heels series. Halliday resumes the story of
Maddie Springer, shoe designer and amateur sleuth,
a week before her marriage to hunky Los Angeles
police detective Jack Ramirez. When she finds her
wedding planner face down in frosting with a knife
sticking out of her back, she knows that to leave on
time for their honeymoon, she needs to help Jack
solve the case. Her two best friends step in, not only
to help find the killer, but also to serve as her new
wedding planners. In between dress fittings and
pedicures, Maddie and her crew visit everyone associated with the victim’s personal and professional
life. Meanwhile, the guest list grows longer, and a
tropical-themed ceremony coalesces, complete with
giant tiki heads. As every lead turns into a dead end,
Maddie’s big day seems doomed.

MEMOIRS OF A DRAGON HUNTER BK#1 $3.95
KATIE MACALISTER (PARANORMAL)
Dragon Hunter series. Dragon Hunter Wanted:
Sword supplied. No experience necessary … One
moment, I was a normal (if somewhat germaphobic)
math teacher getting ready for summer vacation.
Then my sister died in a pile of black ash, leaving
me with a sword... and her destiny as dragon hunter.
It turns out there's a whole other world out there
filled with demons, dragons, and spirits. Now my job
is to protect mortals - and I haven't got a clue what
I'm doing. Then there's tattooed hotness Ian Iskander. Part dragon hunter and part demon, Ian's
got some seriously creepy business associates and
keeps trying to steal my sword. So why do we keep
getting lost in hungry, crazy-hot kisses? Ian is the
only person who can help me figure out who - and
what - I am. But trusting a half-demon is dangerous... because when you play with dragon fire,
someone always gets burned.

MIDNIGHT REIGN BK#2 $3.95
CHRIS MARIE GREEN (PARANORMAL)
Vampire Babylon series. Night Rising was only the
beginning… Dawn Madison reluctantly came to Los
Angeles in search of her missing father and found
instead a world of murder and the living dead she
never imagined existed. When a new vampire slaying lures Dawn deeper into the underground, her
alliances in the sunlit world shift. Now she has only
herself to trust and her new found skills as a spunky
vampire slayer.

“A well-read woman is
a dangerous creature”
Lisa Kleypas
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MOON AWAKENING BK#1 $3.95
LUCY MONROE (PARANORMAL)
Children of the Moon series. When Emily Hamilton's family is ordered to send a woman to the Scottish highlands for marriage to the laird of the Sinclair,
Emily volunteers in order to save her younger sister
from such a fate. But at her new home, the only
friend she finds is the laird's sister-especially after
Emily's stubborn streak causes the laird to cancel the
marriage. And though her plans have gone awry, she
refuses to return home… Lachlan Balmoral is laird of
his clan-and leader of his pack. One of the most
feared werewolves prowling the Highlands, he is on
the march against the hated Sinclair, who have abducted a Balmoral woman. He kidnaps the sister of
the Sinclair laird, planning to marry her off in revenge
-but the woman he takes along with her proves to be
the greater prize… For Emily feeds a desire he has
never known existed. And though Lachlan would not
think of touching his enemy's betrothed, he must
know how a mere woman could tame his heart so
easily... (Bks#2, 3, 4 and 5 also avail. for the same
price)

MUST LOVE COWBOYS BK#2 $3.95
CHERYL BROOKS (CONTEMPORARY)
Cowboy Heaven series. SO MANY COWBOYS…
Shy computer specialist, dog lover, and amateur chef
Tina Hayes has a thing for firefighters, but when she
travels to the Circle Bar K ranch on family business,
the ranch's cowboys have no trouble persuading her
to stay on as their cook. Especially not when she
learns that brooding Wyatt McCabe-a man who
makes her heart gallop like no one else can-is also a
former firefighter. HOW DOES SHE KNOW HE'S
THE ONE? Wyatt's sizzling embraces leave Tina
breathless. But being surrounded by a passel of
smokin' hot ranch hands can be complicated. With so
many cowboys courting Tina all at once, Wyatt must
prove to Tina that she belongs with him.

Summer Wine Lee has no interest in winning over
London society-it's the New York bluebloods and her
future mother-in-law she's determined to impress.
She knows the cost of smoothing her rough-andtumble frontier edges will be high. But she never imagined it might cost her her heart…

NAKED EDGE BK#4 $3.95
PAMELA CLARE (SUSPENSE)
Team series. What do you do when desire drives
you to the very brink? Someone wants the Native
Americans off their sacred land. And when Navajo
journalist Katherine James and park ranger Gabriel
Rossiter team up to investigate why, their passion for
the truth-and each other-makes them targets for
those desperate enough to kill.

NIGHT WATCH BK#4 $3.95
IRIS JOHANSEN, ROY JOHANSEN (SUSPENSE)
Kendra Michaels series. Born blind, Kendra
Michaels spent the first twenty years of her life living
in the darkness. Then, thanks to a revolutionary medical procedure developed by England's Night Watch
Project, she was given the gift of sight. Her highlydeveloped senses (honed during her years in the
dark), combined with her new found vision, have
made her a remarkable investigator, sought after by
law-enforcement agencies all over the country. But
her newest case finds her uncovering a deadly truth
about the shadowy organization that has given her so
much. Kendra is surprised when she is visited by Dr.
Charles Waldridge, the researcher who gave her
sight. But all is not well with the brilliant surgeon; he's
troubled by something he can't discuss with Kendra.
When Waldridge disappears that very night, Kendra
is on the case, recruiting government agent-for-hire
Adam Lynch to join her on a trail that leads to the
snow-packed California mountains. There they make
a gruesome discovery: the corpse of one of Dr.
Waldridge's associates, brutally murdered in the
freezing snow. But it's only the first casualty in a
white-knuckle confrontation with a deadly enemy who
will push Kendra to the limits of her abilities. Soon
she must fight for her very survival as she tries to
stop the killing... and unearth the deadly secret of
Night Watch. (other Kendra Michael books avail.
for the same price)

MY UNFAIR LADY $3.95
KATHRYNE KENNEDY (HISTORICAL)
Who says a proper lady can't carry a knife? He created the perfect woman… The impoverished Duke of
Monchester despises the rich Americans who flock to
London, seeking to buy their way into the ranks of the
British peerage. So when railroad heiress Summer
Wine Lee offers him a king's ransom if he'll teach her
to become a proper lady, he's prepared to rebuff her.
But when he meets the petite beauty with the knife in
her boot, it's not her fortune he finds impossible to
resist… For the arms of another man … Frontier-bred

NIGHT’S COLD KISS BK#1 $3.95
TRACEY O'HARA (PARANORMAL)
Dark Brethren Bk#1. The tension between the
Aeternus, an ancient vampiric people, and humanity
has been mounting for over a century. But when
rogue vampires begin to drain humans in order to
achieve an illegal blood-high, all bets are off. After
the death of her parents, Antoinette Petrescu devoted
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her life to becoming one of the top Venators, the elite
hunters who destroy the rogue Necrodreniacs. Her kill
count is legendary and her skills superb. ut now the
serial killer who killed her parents has returned. And to
stop him Antoinette must join forces not only with the
Aeternus, but also their most legendary killer. One that
is both dangerously attractive, and involved in buried
secrets of her past. More dangerous still, a dark attraction grows between them—one that could doom both
races.

NO GOOD DEED $3.95
ALLISON BRENNAN (SUSPENSE)
Lucy Kincaid series. Lucy Kincaid understands the
dangers of corruption. As an FBI agent, she has witnessed some very bad deeds committed by seemingly
good people. That's why she's glad to see corrupt DEA
Agent Nicole Rollins behind bars for murder, conspiracy, and gunrunning. But when Rollins makes a daring
escape—jeopardizing a busload of children and killing
five officers—Lucy becomes the key to the biggest
manhunt in Texas history...and the target of a brilliant
killer. Some believe Rollins has fled the country. But
Lucy suspects her plan is far more sinister—a taunting
game of cat and mouse that hits much closer to home.
First, an FBI agent with a connection to Texas is killed
in Washington. Then, Kane Rogan disappears on a
mission. When Rollins ups the ante again, Lucy is determined to save the people she loves—before her
enemy strikes again. Time is running out. The body
count is rising. Rollins wants more than revenge—she
wants to destroy everything Lucy holds dear...

PASSION FOR THE GAME BK#2 $3.95
SYLVIA DAY (ROMANTICA)
Georgian series. Infamous for satisfying his limitless
wants and desires, Christopher is a free man again.
And this time he's on a mission to engage, deceive
and seduce the one woman as ruthless as he is when
it comes to dangerous games of passion . . . Far from
innocent in the ways of men, Maria is one step ahead
of Christopher's every move. It doesn't mean she isn't
enjoying every delicious look, every unbridled kiss,
every moment of abandon. Neither of them could have
imagined the moment when they would meet their
match--or that they would surrender to each other
again and again . . .

THE PERFECT MURDER BK#4 $4.95
KAT MARTIN (SUSPENSE)
Maximum Security series. The eldest of the three
wealthy Garrett brothers, Reese Garrett is in the middle of a major purchase for his multimillion-dollar oil
and gas company, Garrett Resources. The Poseidon
offshore drilling platform venture will greatly enhance
the company’s value. But when Reese is on a trip out
to see the rig, his helicopter crashes, leaving him hospitalized and two men dead. It’s discovered the chopper was sabotaged, and Reese is determined to find
out who’s behind the crash—and whether he was the
intended target. Then, when his lover, Kenzie, is accused of her ex-husband’s murder—a man with a vest-

ed interest in the Poseidon deal—clues start pointing
to a connection that puts Reese, Kenzie and her
young son in the sights of a killer. From the Texas heat
to the Louisiana bayous, Reese and his brothers must
track down the truth before the body count gets any
higher.

THE PHOENIX CHARM BK#2 $3.95
HELEN SCOTT TAYLOR (FANTASY)
Magic Knot series. HE'S PURE TEMPTATION …
Cordelia has sworn she'll abstain from looking into
Michael's future--particularly when the image in the
gilded smoke of her divination mirror shows him half
naked. Yet she can't resist watching the sexy rascal
slowly running his hand down his ribs, over his abdomen, flicking open the button on his jeans with a little
flourish like a magician performing a trick. SHE'S TRYING TO RESIST. Respectable wise woman Cordelia
restrains her secret water nymph sensuality with the
Celtic symbols painted on her skin. But Michael's powerful fairy glamour leaves her breathless, off balance,
struggling for control. When Gwyn ap Nudd, the Welsh
King of the Underworld, steals away Michael's infant
nephew, Cordelia must work with him to save the child.
But how can she trust her instincts with Michael tempting her to explore the hidden elemental depths of her
nature and insisting that she believe in the power
of...The Phoenix Charm.

PLAYING WITH FIRE BK#3 $3.95
CYNTHIA EDEN (PARANORMAL)
Phoenix Fury series. An Old Flame … Cassie Armstrong has plenty to atone for. The daughter of the
most immoral researcher ever to pick up a scalpel,
she's determined to use her own brilliance in genetics
to repair the damage her family has done to the paranormals. Especially Dante, the first of the phoenixes,
the one they call the Immortal. He's been haunting her
dreams since she was a little girl, and she's been trying to ease his pain for almost as long. If only he remembered any of it. . .Dante doesn't know what Cassie's story is. He almost doesn't care. The minute he
sees her, all he can think is mine. But there's more to
the pretty little doctor than meets the eye. And Dante
isn't the only one to notice. He can't trust her, but he
can't stay away—and if he wants to learn her secrets,
he's going to have to fight like hell to keep them both
alive. . .

PREDATORY $3.95
ALEXANDRA IVY, NINA BANGS, DIANNE DUVAL, HANNAH JAYNE (PARANORMAL)
Out Of Control by Alexandra Ivy: Ph.D student Angela Locke has a crush on her sexy professor, Dr. Nikolo Bartrev. When she learns he's actually a Sentinel
with extraordinary powers, she joins forces with him to
catch a psychopath. But soon, their hottest pursuit is of
each other… Ties That Bind by Nina Bangs: Cassie
Tyler agrees to sub for her friend at the funeral home
where she works. But she gets more than she bargained for when a group of men attack her and a vampire comes to her rescue. . . In Still Darkness by Dianne Duvall: Immortal Richart d'Alençon can't forget
the woman who rewarded him with a sensuous kiss
after he saved her from a trio of vampires. While
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Richart knows that loving a human can only bring trouble, the taste of forbidden lust is too great to resist. . .
High Stakes by Hannah Jayne: When vampire fashionista Nina LaShay's design contest rival is found
dead, she's the prime suspect. Sexy photographer
Pike is number two. He's the kind of man who makes
Nina salivate. But will she have to reveal herself to
have him--and to save them both? Or does Pike have
a secret of his own?

THE PRETENDER BK#3 $3.95
HELENKAY DIMON (SUSPENSE)
Games People Play series. They say it takes a thief
to catch a thief, and Harrison Tate is proof. Once a
professional burglar, he now makes a lawful living
tracking down stolen art. No one needs to know about
his secret sideline, “liberating” artifacts acquired
through underhanded methods. At least until one of
those jobs sees him walking in on a murder. Gabrielle
Wright has long been estranged from her wealthy family, but she didn’t kill her sister. Trouble is, the only person who can prove it is the sexy, elusive criminal who
shouldn’t have been at the island estate on that terrible
night. She’s not expecting honor among thieves—or for
their mutual attraction to spark into an intense inferno
of desire. Under the guise of evaluating her family’s
art, Harris comes back to the estate hoping to clear
Gabby’s name. But returning to the scene of the crime
has never been riskier, with their hearts and lives on
the line.

A PROMISE OF FIRE BK#1 $3.95
AMANDA BOUCHET (FANTASY)
Kingmaker Chronicles. KINGDOMS WILL RISE AND
FALL FOR HER… BUT NOT IF SHE CAN HELP IT …
Catalia "Cat" Fisa lives disguised as a soothsayer in a
traveling circus. She is perfectly content avoiding the
danger and destiny the Gods-and her homicidal mother-have saddled her with. That is, until Griffin, an ambitious warlord from the magic-deprived south, fixes her
with his steely gaze and upsets her illusion of safety
forever. Griffin knows Cat is the Kingmaker, the woman
who divines the truth through lies. He wants her as a
powerful weapon for his newly conquered realm-until
he realizes he wants her for much more than her magic. Cat fights him at every turn, but Griffin's fairness,
loyalty, and smoldering advances make him increasingly hard to resist and leave her wondering if life really
does have to be short, and lived alone.

RIPTIDE BK#2 $3.95
CHERRY ADAIR (SUSPENSE)
Cutter Cay series. Princess Bria Visconti demands
the return of the money her brother rashly invested in
Cutter Salvage. Treasure hunter Nick Cutter is too
reckless, too arrogant, and far too handsome for his
own good. But he can't charm his way out of this one.
Bria plans to make Nick pay up even if she has to
board his boat, don a wet suit, and dive for the treasure herself. Nick sees Bria as a beautiful but spoiled
princess who's never done a day's work in her pampered life. But once they set sail for the dive site, and

the legendary fortune in gold the wreck carries, Nick
begins to see Bria in a new light. This princess may be
out of her depth, but she's ready to take on the hidden
danger and excitement a treasure hunt stirs to the surface. Together they must fight unexpected enemies
and reveal their darkest secrets before they're pulled
into a rip current of danger.

RUN TO YOU BK#1 $3.95
RACHEL GIBSON (CONTEMPORARY)
Military Men series. There's nothing like fleeing Miami
to ruin a girl's day. Stella Leon's bartending gig was
going fine until gorgeous ex-Marine Beau Junger
decked her mob-connected boss, spirited her out of
the city, and claimed that Stella's half-sister--the one
with the perfect life--sent him. Now Stella has no
choice but to go along for the ride... and seduce Beau's
military-issue socks off… The Marine Corps was
Beau's escape from his old man's legacy of naval heroism and serial philandering, but no amount of training
could prepare him for the day he looked in the mirror
and saw his father staring back. The answer: swear off
meaningless sex. Oh, and find a way to make Stella
Leon quit being so damn hot...

SAGE CREEK BK#1 $3.95
JILL GREGORY (CONTEMPORARY)
Lonesome Way series. After her marriage falls apart,
Sophie McPhee returns to her hometown of Lonesome
Way, Montana, planning to steer clear of men and focus on her new bakery, A Bun in the Oven. Who she
doesn't expect to see is Rafe Tanner, her first crush
who now runs his family's ranch-and who spent most
of their childhood ignoring her. But is Rafe a changed
man? While Rafe is stunned to discover that Sophie's
grown into an irresistibly beautiful woman, he's been
hurt too. They both have their guards up, but melt in
each other's company. Can they admit that home is
truly where the heart is?

SAPPHIRES ARE AN EARL'S BEST FRIEND BK#3 $3.95
SHANA GALEN (HISTORICAL)
Jewels of the Ton series. Lily Dawson, dubbed the
Countess of Charm by the Prince Regent, acts the
courtesan while her real purpose is spying for the
Crown, to seduce a duke and test his loyalty. She really wants Andrew Booth-Payne, Earl of Darlington —
the duke's son. Andrew is furious when he uncovers
Lily's mission. His choices are impossible: to betray his
family, his country, or his heart.

THE SCOOP BK#1 $3.95
FERN MICHAELS (CONTEMPORARY)
Godmothers series. Teresa 'Toots' Amelia Loudenberry has crammed a great deal of living - not to mention eight much-loved husbands - into her varied and
rewarding life. Newly single, Toots is ready to taste life
again, and fate has just handed her the perfect opportunity. The owner of the gossip rag where Toots'
daughter works is about to lose the paper to his gambling debts. Eager to find a way to keep her daughter
employed among the movers and shakers of Hollywood, Toots calls on her three trusted friends - Sophie,
Mavis, and Ida - to help her pull some strings. Together, they'll hatch a plan that promises thrills, laughter,
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and more than a hint of danger. Putting aside her widow's weeds (black was never her color), Toots will
prove that you should never underestimate a Southern
lady of a certain age, and that each day can be a gift, if
you're willing to claim it...

THE SECRETS WE BURY BK#1 $4.95
DEBRA WEBB (SUSPENSE)
Undertaker's Daughter series. Nothing stays buried
forever… Doctor Rowan Dupont knows death. She
grew up surrounded by it in her family’s Victorian funeral home, and it’s haunted her since the day her twin
sister drowned years ago. Between her mother’s subsequent suicide and the recent murder of her father,
coming home to run the funeral home feels fitting—
even if it leaves her vulnerable to an obsessive serial
killer. Rowan refuses to let fear keep her from honoring
her family. But the more time she spends back in Winchester, Tennessee, the more she finds herself questioning what really happened that fateful summer. Had
her sister’s death truly been an accident? And what
pushed their mother to take her own life? The dark lake
surrounding Rowan’s hometown holds as many secrets
as the bodies that float in its chilling depths. But Rowan
is running out of time if she’s going to uncover the truth
before somebody sinks her for good.

SHATTERED BK#3 $3.95
JOANN ROSS (SUSPENSE)
High Risk series. More than a year after his red-hot
affair in Baghdad with Army doctor Kirby Campbell,
Army pilot Shane Garrett is trying to rebuild his life
stateside. Kirby is also stateside, but when she learns a
friend is being held hostage in Central America, she
works with Phoenix Team to organize a rescue and
Shane isn’t about to let them leave him behind. Or let
Kirby get away. But when Kirby and Shane stare danger in the face, they come to know each other in the
way no civilian could ever understand. And they wonder: can they fight for their country, for their lives and
for love?

SHIFTER'S CLAIM BK#1 $3.95
AC ARTHUR (PARANORMAL)
Shifter's Claim series. Sebastian "Bas" Perry
acknowledges there is something physical drawing him
to Priya Drake, the inquisitive reporter. She is strong
and tenacious and unpredictable, as he soon learns
when she follows him to his resort in Sedona.
Priya Drake knows what her assignment is, all she has
to do is pull it off without getting caught. Desperation
pushes her further than she ever imagined and suddenly she realizes she just might be in over her head when
she comes face to face with the alluring shapeshifter
Sebastian "Bas" Perry once again.

SO I MARRIED A DEMON SLAYER $3.95
KATHY LOVE, ANGIE FOX, LEXI GEORGE
(PARANORMAL)
In the lusty humidity of the Deep South, among the
neon lights of Vegas, and the glitz of high-fashion, demon slayers are the new sexy… Hot! by Kathy Love:
At Hot! Magazine, the devil really does wear Prada.

When the CEO is an actual demon and the mail room
guys are undercover demon slayers, it's not beyond the
realm of possibility for an up-and-coming photographer
and a model possessed by much more than a sweet
tooth to fall in love. What Slays In Vegas by Angie
Fox: When a sexy succubus comes up against a fearless demon slayer intent on killing her boss, a truly wild
Vegas night turns into a quickie wedding. But in a city
where anything goes, a demon slayer wedding a succubus is strictly forbidden. Which doesn't mean either is
rushing to jump out of the marriage bed. The Bride
Wore Demon Dust by Lexi George: He's perfection in
a tuxedo - more so out of it - and on a mission to protect his Alabama gal from the mysterious mayhem intent on her destruction. But the bride is a spunky steel
magnolia with special powers of her own, determined to
drop-kick evil forces across the state line and give her
slayer a run for his money.

SOME LIKE IT KILTED BK#4 $3.95
ALLIE MACKAY (PARANORMAL)
Ravenscraig Legacy series. A woman's heart needs a
loving home …. Even if it's a little bit haunted. Mindy
Menlove lives in a castle that was transported stone-bystone from Scotland. But when her fiancé dies in scandal and Mindy decides to sell the gloomy estate, her
plans unravel. She must travel to the Hebrides, where
she's confronted by the castle's original builder-who
happens to be maddeningly irresistible and seven hundred years young. Bran of Barra was a legendary chieftain. Since then he's enjoyed his ghostly pleasures,
until Mindy's appearance disrupts them. Now, if the
roguish Bran doesn't change Mindy's mind about his
bonny homeland-and himself-neither of them will ever
find any peace.

SPY GAMES BK#2 $3.95
GINA ROBINSON (CONTEMPORARY)
Spy Camp series. Sleepless In Seattle … Reilly Peterson’s been many things in her thirty-two years: an athlete, a model, a sportswear executive. Her exboyfriend, however, has done a good job of making
Reilly something she’s never been—scared. Now Reilly’s ready to protect herself with more than her sharp
tongue. Fantasy Spy Camp’s Seattle-based Urban Ops
division will train her to survive using everything from
her bare hands to a submachine gun. But when she
gets an eyeful of fellow camper Van Keller, all Reilly
wants is to chill out, partner up and go deep undercover...

STORM OF RECKONING BK#2 $3.95
DORANNA DURGIN (PARANORMAL)
Reckoners series. Lisa McGarrity lives to hunt ghosts.
With the able assistance of her loyal ghostbusting
team, of course . . . and the unexpected powers of Trevarr, a fiercely driven demon-hunter from another dimension. Their last mission—a supposedly simple
haunting that turned into a demonic free-for-all—left
them battered and ready for some R&R. But rest has
to wait. Garrie and her team are summoned by an old
friend in Sedona who desperately needs some occult
assistance. Making matters worse, Trevarr has reappeared, bloody and bruised . . . and exiled forever from
his homeworld. While happy to have Trevarr back at
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THE SUMMER OF YOU BK#2 $3.95
KATE NOBLE (HISTORICAL)

her side, Garrie is shocked to discover that Sedona’s
ethereal breezes are quiet, the usual paranormal activity nearly nonexistant . . . except for some oddball power surges that don’t “taste” like our world at all. Then
Garrie’s friend disappears and all hell seems about to
break loose as Sedona’s ghosts rise up against Garrie
and her team. With Trevarr’s not-cat bond-partner hinting at dire trouble on their trail and Trevarr himself seeing enemies at every turn, Garrie is running out of time
to figure out just what’s happening in the Southwest…
and to put a stop to it.

Blue Raven series. Lady Jane Cummings is certain
that her summer is ruined when she is forced to reside
at isolated Merrymere Lake with her reckless brother
and ailing father. Her fast-paced London society is replaced with a small town grapevine. But one bit of gossip catches Jane's attention--rumors that the lake's
brooding new resident is also an elusive highwayman.
Jane must face the much-discussed mysterioso after
he saves her brother from a pub brawl. She immediately recognizes him from London: Byrne Worth, war hero
and apparent hermit--whom she finds strangely charming. The two build a fast friendship, and soon nothing
can keep this Lady away from Merrymere's most wanted. Convinced of his innocence, Jane is determined to
clear Byrne's name--and maybe have a little fun this
summer after all.

STRANDED WITH A BILLIONAIRE BK#1 $3.95
JESSICA CLARE (CONTEMPORARY)
Billionaire Boys Club series. The Billionaire Boys
Club is a secret society of six men who have vowed
success – at any cost. Not all of them are old money,
but all of them are incredibly wealthy. They’re just not
always as successful when it comes to love… Billionaire Logan Hawkings needs a vacation. He’s had a
rough time after the death of his father and the betrayal
of his fiancée. But with a visit to a recent business acquisition—a private island resort in the Bahamas—he
has a chance to mend his broken heart. When a hurricane blows in, a misplaced passport and a stalled elevator bring Logan together with an unusual woman
named Bronte. She’s unlike anyone he’s ever met—
down to earth, incredibly sensual, and even quotes
Plato. She also has no clue that he’s rich… Bronte
Dawson, a waitress from the Midwest, is stranded with
the hotel’s domineering yet sexy manager Logan.
What’s the harm in a little fling when it’s just the two of
them, alone in paradise? But after several steamy island nights in Logan’s arms, Bronte’s ready to give her
heart—and her body—to the man in charge. But she
soon discovers there’s more to Logan than he’s told
her…a billion times more. Now, Bronte’s caught in a
whirlwind affair with one of the world’s most powerful
men. But can their love endure their differences or will it
all just blow over?

STROKE OF LUCK BK#1 $3.95
BJ DANIELS (SUSPENSE)
Sterlings, Montana series. He’s hoping to bury the
past. She’s ready to settle the score … The Sterling
Ranch’s season opening isn’t going so smoothly. With
the ranch’s lodge full of guests and a Montana blizzard
threatening, Will Sterling needs help—and he needs it
fast. So when his childhood friend Poppy Carmichael
agrees to lend a hand, he’s grateful for a second
chance…and more enticed by the woman she’s become than he cares to admit. For Poppy, it was supposed to be a retreat full of horse rides and hoedowns—with a side of showing Will what he’s been
missing all these years. But as the snow deepens outside, the guests’ suspicion and mistrust turn sinister
inside, catching Will and Poppy in the crosshairs.
Weathering the storm in each other’s arms is all too
easy for Will and Poppy, but will a confrontation with a
killer mean their reunion is short-lived?

SWEET SPOT BK#2 $3.95
SUSAN MALLERY (CONTEMPORARY)
Bakery Sisters series. If only her life was more sinful
than sweet… "Responsibility" should be Nicole Keyes's
middle name. After all, not many people would sacrifice
their lives to run the family bakery and raise a younger
sibling. But with Nicole's twin sister now blissfully married and her younger sis turning out more femme fatale
than girl-next-door, super reliable Nicole is getting sick
of putting everyone else's needs first. Enter Hawk. The
deliciously sexy former NFL player offers Nicole a taste
of the freedom she craves. Hawk may know the way,
blindfolded, to her sweet spot, but Nicole's not about to
let him get close enough to break her heart. Of course,
she might not have a choice in the matter if Hawk's
past keeps getting in the way of their present....

TALL TALES AND WEDDING VEILS BK#2 $3.95
JANE GRAVES (CONTEMPORARY)
Playboys series. Accountant Heather Montgomery is a
planner. So never in her wildest dreams did she think
she'd run into sexy charmer Tony McCaffrey in Vegas,
play lady luck, and celebrate his jackpot with a champagne-soaked night. And she certainly never expected
to wake up the next morning married! How could this
good girl pick a man whose fridge is empty and whose
apartment is a disaster zone, yet still drives her so crazy with lust she can't see straight? Quickly hitched and
happily ditched, Tony can't wait to get back to his playboy ways. But when Heather's family is thrilled that
their no-nonsense daughter is finally in love, he proposes a plan: stay married for a month to repay his good
luck charm, even though she sterilizes his toothbrush
and forbids anything between the sheets. But Heather
is more than he bargained for--a sharp-witted, passionate woman who just might turn his near miss into wedded bliss!

TEMPTING JULIA BK#2 $3.95
LAUREN ROYAL (HISTORICAL)
Regency Chase series. It's a good thing Juliana
Chase takes such pleasure in playing matchmaker,
because there's nothing she wants more than to see
her loved ones happy. Her latest pairing involves Dr.
James Trevor, Earl of Stafford, and her friend, Amanda.
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So why does the handsome physician insist on ignoring
her good intentions-and shaking up her sensible plans?

THIEF'S MARK $3.95
CARLA NEGGERS (SUSPENSE)
Sharpe & Donovan series. As a young boy, Oliver
York witnessed the murder of his wealthy parents in
their London apartment. The killers kidnapped him and
held him in an isolated Scottish ruin, but he escaped,
thwarting their plans for ransom. Now, after thirty years
on the run, one of the two men Oliver identified as his
tormentors may have surfaced. Emma Sharpe and
Colin Donovan are enjoying the final day of their Irish
honeymoon when a break-in at the home of Emma's
grandfather, private art detective Wendell Sharpe,
points to Oliver. The Sharpes have a complicated relationship with the likable, reclusive Englishman, an expert in Celtic mythology and international art thief who
taunted Wendell for years. Emma and Colin postpone
meetings in London with their elite FBI team and head
straight to Oliver. But when they arrive at York's country
home, a man is dead and Oliver has vanished. As the
danger mounts, new questions arise about Oliver's
account of his boyhood trauma. Do Emma and Colin
dare trust him? With the trail leading beyond Oliver's
small village to Ireland, Scotland and their own turf in
the US, the stakes are high, and Emma and Colin must
unravel the decades-old tangle of secrets and lies before a killer strikes again.

TIME WEAVER $3.95
SHANA ABE (FANTASY)
Drakon series. A supersensual race of shapeshifters
whose world exists side by side with our own. In The
Time Weaver, a young drákon woman discovers she
possesses a unique gift, one that brings her closer to
her destined love--at the cost of their very lives. Honor
Carlisle may have been born into the drákon clan but
she’s always felt like a stranger to her kin. It’s an intuition that proves true when she receives a mysterious
letter--a letter sent by her future self. Honor learns she
is a Time Weaver: a creature with the extraordinary
ability to transport herself into the past or future. But the
letter contains a dire warning. If Honor remains in her
home at Darkfrith, she is certain to be killed. Fleeing for
sanctuary among old friends in Spain, she practices her
Weaving and unknowingly draws closer to an even
more immediate danger. For on one of her Weaves into
the future, Honor encounters the very man she should
most avoid: the prince of a rival tribe of drákon.

TOIL AND TROUBLE BK#2 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
HP MALLORY (PARANORMAL)
Underworld series. The underworld in civil war. The
cause? A witch who can reanimate the dead. A sexy as
sin vampire determined to claim her. An infuriatingly
handsome warlock torn between duty and love. Who
says blonds have more fun? After defending herself
against fairy magic, Jolie Wilkins wakes to find her
world turned upside down—the creatures of the underworld on the precipice of war. The underworld is polarized in a battle of witch against witch, creature against

creature, led by the villainous bella, who would be
queen. While Jolie has one goal in mind, to stake the
vampire, Ryder, who nearly killed her, she also must
choose between the affections of her warlock employer,
rand, and the mysteriously sexy vampire, Sinjin. And as
if that weren’t enough to ruin a girl’s day, everything
Jolie knows will be turned inside out when she’s thrust
into the shock of a lifetime.

TOO PRETTY TO DIE $3.95
SUSAN MCBRIDE (MYSTERY)
Debutante Dropout series. They call them "pretty parties," and they're the latest rage among Dallas debutantes—get-togethers with light refreshments, heavy
gossip, and Dr. Sonja Madhavi and her magic Botox
needles. Former socialite Andy Kendricks normally
wouldn't be caught dead at such an event, but she's
attending as a favor to her friend Janet, a society reporter in search of a juicy story. And boy does she find
one when aging beauty queen Miranda DuBois bursts
into the room—drunk, disorderly, and packing a pistol.
Miranda's wrinkles have seen better days, and she
blames it all on Dr. Madhavi. Luckily, Andy calms her
down and gets her home to bed . . . where she's found
dead the next morning. The police suspect suicide, but
Andy knows that no former pageant girl would give up
that easily. She's determined to find Miranda's killer
herself, but she'll have to be careful. After all, Botox can
make you look younger, but it can't bring you back from
the grave.

THE TROUBLE WITH COWBOYS BK#3 $3.95
DENISE HUNTER (CONTEMPORARY)
Big Sky Romance series. Only one pair of boots - and
the cowboy wearing them - can get Annie out of the
mess she's in … Annie Wilkerson is Moose Creek's
premiere horse trainer and equine columnist for Montana Living. Money is tight as she tries to put her kidsister through college and provide for her young nephew. When Annie's column is cancelled, she's given first
shot at a new lovelorn column - and she can't afford to
turn it down. Only problem is...Annie's never been in
love.Always resourceful, she reluctantly strikes a deal
with the town's smooth-talking ladies' man Dylan Taylor: She'll work with his ailing horse, Braveheart, if he'll
help her answer the reader letters. Working closely with
Dylan is harder than Annie imagined, and she quickly
realizes she may have misjudged him. But her unwavering conviction that cowboys are nothing but trouble
has kept her heart safe for years. And she can't risk
getting hurt now. The more Annie tries to control things,
the more they fall apart. Her feelings are spinning out of
control, and her sister's antics are making life increasingly more difficult. Annie knows she needs to turn the
reins over to God, but surrender has never come easily.
When Dylan reveals his feelings for her, Annie doesn't
know what to trust - her head or her heart. The trouble
with this cowboy is that he might just be exactly what
she needs.
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THE TROUBLE WITH LOVE BK#2 $3.95
BETH CIOTTA (CONTEMPORARY)
Cupcake Lovers series. Rocky Monroe’s bad luck is
legendary. So it stands to reason that during a quick
trip to New York on behalf of the Cupcake Lovers’ forthcoming book, she winds up in the arms of the one man
she never wants to see again. So what if he’s also the
man she can’t stop dreaming about? Mouth-watering
Jayce Bello has always been Rocky’s biggest mistake,
and she’s not going to let history repeat itself … unless
she gets a new taste of his delicious kisses. When
Jayce Bello left Sugar Creek ten years ago, it was the
right thing to do—for him and for Rocky, his best
friend’s little sister. But one passionate night with gorgeous, reckless Rocky is enough to prove that she’s
the missing ingredient in his happiness. Now, with
scandalous secrets souring the sweetness of the Cupcake Lovers’ club, Jayce needs to convince Rocky that
their love is something to savor …

TWICE BITTEN BK#3 $3.95
CHLOE NEILL (PARANORMAL)
Chicagoland Vampires series. Merit, Chicago’s newest vampire, is learning how to play well with others.
Other supernaturals, that is. Shapeshifters from across
the country are convening in the Windy City, and as a
gesture of peace, Master Vampire Ethan Sullivan has
offered their leader a very special bodyguard: Merit.
Merit is supposed to protect the Alpha, Gabriel
Keene—and to spy for the vamps while she’s at it. Oh,
and luckily Ethan’s offering some steamy, one-on-one
combat training sessions to help her prepare for the
mission. Merit must accept the assignment, even
though she knows that she’ll probably regret it. And
she’s not wrong. Someone is gunning for Gabriel
Keene, and Merit soon finds herself in the line of fire.
She’ll need all the help she can get to track down the
would-be assassin, but everywhere she turns, there are
rising tensions between supernaturals—not least between her and a certain green-eyed, centuries old master vampire. (Bks#4,5,6&7 also avail. for the same
price)

TWILIGHT WITH THE INFAMOUS EARL $3.95
ALEXANDRA HAWKINS (HISTORICAL)
Lords of Vice series. Luck Be A Lady … Lord
Chillingsworth’s reputation precedes him—the infamous
“Frost” is as legendary on the field of honor as he is in
the bedroom. Which makes it surprising that young
Emily Cavell has taken up the cause of closing Frost’s
favorite gambling hell. Who does this brazen, flamehaired beauty think she is? Love: A Roll Of The Dice?
Emily’s vendetta is personal: She is determined to take

a pound of flesh from Frost, who ruined her sister. But
the man she meets is not the cold-hearted devil she
imagined—and is twice as handsome to boot—and
soon Emily finds herself falling for him. Their battle of
wills quickly ignites into blazing desire. Could it be that
the most jaded Lord of Vice is finally willing to risk everything and gamble on her heart? Or is true love only a
fool’s game?

UNDEAD AND UNWED BK#1 $3.95
MARYJANICE DAVIDSON (PARANORMAL)
Undead series. First Betsy Taylor loses her job, then
she's killed in a car accident. But what really bites is
that she can't seem to stay dead. And now her new
friends have the ridiculous idea that Betsy is the prophesied vampire queen, and they want her help in overthrowing the most obnoxious power-hungry vampire in
five centuries. (Bks#2—10+Bk#12 also avail. for the
same price)

UNENDING DESIRE BK#1 $3.95 TRADE P/BACK
TINA DONAHUE (ROMANTICA)
Outlawed Realm series. From a portal in his lab on
E2, one of the five dimensions of Earth, quantum physicist Nikoli Zorr gazes on everything forbidden to him.
Passion. Desire. The exquisite pleasure of running his
hands over the lush curves of a young woman he
should have stopped watching weeks ago. His duty is
to close the portals that keep the monsters out of E2
and never interfere with the inevitable fate of those on
the other side. Yet he can't bring himself to abandon
the woman who has captured his soul. Psychologist
Regina Page is trying to keep her mind on her client,
and off the mysterious, unbearable sexual cravings that
consume her when she's alone in her bedroom. The
next moment she's attacked by vampires, then swept
into another realm by a stranger whose touch awakens
that same raw desire. Whose eyes are already filled
with farewell. Yet beneath their undeniable carnal lust,
something else stirs. The beginnings of illicit love. The
unexpected need to protect "him." Even if it means risking body, blood and soul to defeat the merciless horde
for a future that was never meant to be.

THE VISCOUNT IN HER BEDROOM BK#3 $3.95
GAYLE CALLEN (HISTORICAL)
Sisters of Willow Pond series. When all hope seems
lost… Louisa Shelby's carefree life of elegant balls and
beautiful frocks ended when her father died, leaving her
penniless. With no hope of securing a proper marriage,
the vivacious young miss accepts a position as a companion to an elderly viscountess. But temptation in a
most unexpected guise awaits Louisa in the dowager's
home … Once, Simon Wade was London's most eligible bachelor and most able seducer. But a tragic accident forced him into seclusion, away from prying eyes
and questions. He thought he'd never again experience
the tender touch of a beautiful woman. But while he
yearns to hold the enchanting Louisa and taste the intoxicating nectar of her kiss, he will accept no woman's
pity. Louisa never desired a man the way she burns for
Simon. And now her chance at happiness may rest in
her ability to convince the stubborn viscount that her
passion is real...and her love is true.
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WICKED LIES BK#2 $3.95
LORA LEIGH (ROMANTICA)

WHAT A DRAGON SHOULD KNOW BK#3 $3.95
GA AIKEN (PARANORMAL)

Men of Summer series. Jazz has never been known
as a good boy. A good drinker. A good partier. A
damned good builder, and a hell of a good liar. Those
are all descriptions that come to mind when the citizens
of Loudon, Tennessee, think of the tall, muscular,
laughter-filled charmer they know as Jazz. And Jazz
will admit to all of them: he likes to play; he likes to
tease. And a little white lie surely never hurt anyone.
Until the sexy, too-shy kindergarten teacher, Annie.
Annie sets fire to his lusts as well as to his heart. But
Annie has a past he wasn’t aware of. A past that will
draw Jazz into the heart of a conflict he had never expected to face. Now, Jazz has to pull in some serious
favors, just as he finds himself fighting a woman determined to save the charming liar who has never been
serious. A man who has sworn to pass on love. A man
who is now is telling the most wicked lies of his life to
steal the heart of the woman who has stolen his soul.

Dragon Kin series. Attraction that’s off the scale…
Only for those I love would I traipse into the merciless
Northlands to risk life, limb, and my exquisite beauty.
But do they appreciate it? Do they say, “Gwenvael the
Handsome, you are the best among us—the most
loved of all dragons?” No! For centuries my family has
refused to acknowledge my magnificence as well as my
innate humility. Yet for them, and because I am so chivalrous, I will brave the worst this land has to offer. So
here I stand, waiting to broker an alliance with the one
the Northlanders call The Beast. A being so fearful, the
greatest warriors will only whisper its name. Yet I,
Gwenvael, will courageously face down this terrifying…
woman? It turns out the Beast, a.k.a. Dagmar Reinholdt, is a woman—one with steel-gray eyes and a
shocking disregard for my good looks. Beneath her
plain robes and prim spectacles lies a sensual creature
waiting to be unleashed. Who better than a dragon to
thaw out that icy demeanour? And who better than a
beast to finally tame a mighty dragon’s heart?

WHAT REMAINS OF ME $3.95
ALISON GAYLIN (SUSPENSE)
On June 28, 1980, Kelly Michelle Lund shoots and kills
Oscar-nominated director John McFadden at a party in
his home . . . and instantly becomes a media sensation.
For years, speculation swirls over the seventeen-yearold’s motives. Convicted of the murder, she loses her
youth and her freedom—but keeps her secrets to herself. Thirty years later—and five years after her release
from prison—the past has come back to haunt Kelly.
Her father-in-law, movie legend Sterling Marshall, is
found in a pool of blood in his home in the Hollywood
Hills—dead from a shot to the head, just like his old
friend John McFadden. Once again, Kelly is suspected
of the high profile murder. But this time, she’s got some
unexpected allies who believe she’s innocent—of both
killings—and want to help clear her name. But is she?

WHEN DARKNESS FALLS BK#2 $3.95
SHANNON DRAKE (AKA HEATHER GRAHAM)
(PARANORMAL)
Alliance Vampires series. WHEN DARKNESS
FALLS… In a windswept Scottish cemetery, Jade MacGregor's carefree vacation abroad is marred by a
seemingly random tragedy. A year later, back home on
a shadowy French Quarter street, she glimpses an oddly familiar face. Coincidence--or something far more
disturbing? AND TERROR TAKES HOLD… Surrounded by her friends and engrossed in her work, Jade
should feel secure. But somebody is dogging her every
move. Somebody who knows what she saw on that
long ago afternoon. Somebody who will try to rescue
her from the evil that is waiting to destroy her. INNOCENCE DIES... (Bks#3&4 also avail. for same price)

WITH NO REMORSE $3.95
CINDY GERARD (SUSPENSE)
Black Ops Inc. series. His quiet vacation in the Peruvian Andes turns deadly when a Black Ops, Inc. operative rescues a stunning stranger from a mysterious train
robbery and discovers she's the target of a vengeful
manhunt. For Luke Colter, downtime is an illusion. He
should know better than to ever leave his gun behind,
especially since now he's risking his life to save worldfamous supermodel Valentina. Val thought traveling
incognito through the mountains would be the perfect
cure for her bruised heart...until someone tries to kill
her. Without knowing who is after her—and why—does
she dare trust her irresistible protector? Luke's elite
military training offers little defense against his feelings
for Val. When his BOI team links her ruthless enemy to
the cutthroat global weapons trade—and to a man from
her troubled past—he'll do anything to save her. So
when Val offers herself as bait, will he make the right
call...or surrender to the hold she has on his heart?

YOU REALLY GOT ME BK#1 $3.95
ERIKA KELLY (CONTEMPORARY)
Rock Star Romance series. Emmie Valencia has what
it takes to be the music industry’s hottest band manager. She just needs to prove it. Determined to discover a
killer new band, Emmie is ready to make her move.
First stop: Austin, Texas. As a sizzling-hot lead singer,
Slater Vaughn has no trouble raising heart rates—but
his band’s been flat-lining for years. When Emmie, his
bandmate’s sister, crashes with them in exchange for
some free management, her industry know-how lands
them a spot in the biggest music festival in Texas. But it
isn’t just her business acumen that catches Slater’s
attention. Emmie is sexy and warm, and—for the first
time in his life—he wants more. But as irresistible as
Slater is, Emmie is done with musicians. In her experience, a man can’t be a rock star and someone to trust
with your heart—but Slater is determined to show her
he’s both. (Bks#2&3 also avail for the same price)

